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Abstract. In the test and evaluation of operation, the test benefits may be greatly reduced because 
no useful conclusions may be obtained from test data due to missing or incompleteness of test 
information records. Based on the characteristics of gun firing and by separating firing errors, this 
paper proposes an idea using for analyzing firing accuracy in case of incomplete test data records, 
establishes a method for analyzing chi-square distribution-based firing accuracy data, and conducts 
test data analysis on test data of a certain type of weapon. The effectiveness of this method is 
proven by analysis results which have offered effective method for conducting test data analysis. 

Introduction 

In the equipment combat tests, firing accuracy test is one of the important test subjects which 
may supply the effectiveness evaluation of weapon and firing control with confident test data. 
Taking indirect-aiming gun firing as an example, the description of indicators of indirect aiming 
firing accuracy includes dispersion errors and median errors of elements. For analyzing the 
above-mentioned indicators based on test data, the coordinate of launching point of each round 
(accurate to each round, each gun), the bomb-fall coordinate and aiming point coordinate (accurate 
to each time′s modification of gun sight and the results after shooting), as well as the detailed 
process of test organization. However, In the process of carrying out the actual test, due to defects 
in test design, incompleteness in test facilities, as well as the requirements on test based on actual 
combat, etc., the missing or incompleteness of bomb-fall test records may occur, hence, no useful 
conclusions may be drawn from test data, and accordingly no target set for test reached. Therefore, 
to implement effective analysis on test data, firstly, the attribution problem of bomb-fall shall be 
analyzed by adopting clustering method in the multivariate statistical analysis, followed by 
estimation of firing accuracy and calculation of confidence degree based on chi-square distribution, 
and at last, the number of tests added, determined. 

Analysis Process Under the Conditions of Incomplete Test Data Records 

Classification of firing errors.In gun firing, because each kind of method for determining 
elements shall go through a lot of measurements, calculations, and other preparatory works, each 
link may generate errors. Element error is a random vector with its starting point at aiming point, 
and end point at dispersion center. Its projections on shooting direction (x-axis) and on the direction 
perpendicular to shooting direction (z-axis) are respectively called distance errors (Xc) and direction 
errors (Zc) which determine all elements. Xc and Zcare usually independent to each other and 
obeying normal distribution, with its median errors denoted as Ed and Ef. 

The dispersion may cause the points of burst dispersing from dispersion center. The projections 
of dispersion errors on x-axis and z-axis are called distance error (Xs) and direction error (Zs) of 
dispersion. Xs and Zs are usually independent to each other and obeying normal distribution, the 
dispersion′s distance median error is Bd and the direction median deviation (error) is Bf. Any 
deviation of one bomb-fall point against aiming point is called firing error or projecting error of the 
point of burst. The distance error Xof shootingis , and direction error Zis . 
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The distance median error Ex and direction median error Ezof shooting may be obtainied from 

following equations:	 and	  

Analysis process under the conditions with incomplete testing data records.The 
incompleteness and missing of part of test data records in test mainly contains the coordinate of 
projection points of each shell and the modified sights in shooting process and the coordinate of rear 
aiming points in shooting direction. When the coordinates of projection point of each shell is 
unknown, which shells are projected from the same guncan not be distinguished, and so are the 
grouping of shells. When the modified sights and the rear aiming points in shooting direction of 
each shell are unknown, the elements errors of the shooting may not be made sure. In case data is 
missing, the shells in short distances may be classified into one group, and the shells in the group 
may be regarded as coming from same gun by using clustering method in the multivariate statistical 
analysis. Based on the results of this classification, the dispersion median errors may be further 
estimated, and the median errors of elements, roughly estimated. The analysis process is shown in 
Fig. 1. 
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Figure 1Analysisprocess under the conditions of incomplete test data records 

Data Analysis Method on Firing Accuracy Based on Chi-square Distribution 

Analyzing grouping attribution with Kmeans method.Set number of test groups as M, 
number of fired shells of each group, as N, the number of total guns, as K, as well as the bomb-fall 
coordinates of N shells in Group m testis , , ∈ 1, . Because no records about which 
shells among bomb-fall points of each group of N shells are projected from same gun kept in the 
Test Data Collection Table, therefore, first of all, the attribution issue of bomb-fall shall be analyzed 
with clustering analysis method in multivariate statistical analysis. In detail, Kmeans method is 
adopted, with N bomb-fall points each group being evenly divided into K collections, and each 
collection containing N/K bomb-fall points, which come from same gun. The one time classification 
process of Kmeans method is shown in Fig. 2. 
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Figure2 Grouping analysis process using Kmeans method 

Mark the coordinates of bomb-fall points of Type k as , , ∈ 1, / , the center of 
gravity of Type k, , . Because the initial random classification may affect the final 
classifcation results, so in actual application, Kmeans method shall be adopted for multiple 
classifications, andtheoptimal classification shall be selected by fowllowing the principle 
ofminimum distances within the class as bellow: 

min∑ ∑ / (1) 
Coordinate conversion.The aiming points of each gunare unknown, because of part shortage of 

such data as shooting intervals, distance difference, etc. Compared with gun range, gun spacing may 
be ignored, therefore, for estimating dispersion errors in distance and direction, the coordinates of 
bomb-fall points shall be converted to the right angle coordinate system XOZ with target center as 
original point, the line between group center and target center as x-axis. In detail, set the coordinate 
of target center on original coordinate system X′O′Z′as , , the gun group center coordinates, 
as , . The conversion formula for converting the coordinate , in original coordinate 
system X′O′Z′into the coordinate , in new coordinate systemXOZis shown as follows: 

cos sin
sin cos

(2) 

Whereθisthe direction angle among x-axis in coordinate system X O Z  and the connection line 
between launch point and target center. 

Calculation of dispersion errors. Set the bomb-fall point coordinate of No.i shell of No.k group 
in gruop No.m of tests as , , ∈ 1, / , ∈ 1, , ∈ 1, , then the computing 
formula for grouping center , of Group No.k in Group No.m Test is as follows:  

∑ ,				
/ ∑ / (3) 

Then the dispersion errors of No.i shell of Group No.k is , . 
,			 (4) 

Calculating freedom degree of dispersion errors.In all collections , ， ∈
1, / , ∈ 1, , ∈ 1, constituted by dispersion errors, there are altegeher MN 

coordinates. Because each bomb-fall point group satisfies equation∑ / 0, ∑ / 0, 
therefore, overall disperson errors have  degrees of freedom. 
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Estimation of dispersion metian errors based on chi-square distribution.Because dispersion 
errors obey normal distribution, the following equation may be obtained 

∑ ∑ ∑ /

~χ (5) 

∑ ∑ ∑ /

~χ (6) 

Whereρ = 0.6745for artillery constant, is chi-square distribution with its freedom 
degree being ,	then 

∑ ∑ ∑ / / (7) 

∑ ∑ ∑ / / (8) 
Therefore, the estimated value of dispersion median errors of distance and direction are respectively 
as follows: 

∑ ∑ ∑ // (9) 

∑ ∑ ∑ // (10) 

Calculationof confidence intervalsof dispersion median errors.The following marks are 
introduced:  

∑ ∑ ∑ / / (11) 

∑ ∑ ∑ / / (12) 

Then, the confidence interval of with its confidence degreebeing 1-αis as follows: 

/ / , / / (13) 

And the confidence interval of with its confidence degreebeing 1-αis as follows: 

/ / , / /          (14) 

Where the /2 and /2 are the quantile /2and1 /2onchi-square 
distribution with its confidence degree being . 

Calculation of confidence degrees of dispersion median errors in given tolerance 
conditions.In the analysis of test results, hoping that the estimated values of dispersion median 
errors  and is wholly equal to true value is an impossible and unrealistic task, therefore, a 
certain aviation between estimated value and true value is usually admissible, which is called 
tolerance, marked as . This value shall be determined according to actual conditions. In case of 
existence of tolerance, the differences between estimated value and true value shall not exceed the 
probability of tolerance. The probability is called confidence degree and calculated as follows: 

/ /                               (15) 

/ /                              (16) 

Then, theconfidence interval of distance dispersion median error with its confidence 
degreebeing1 is , . This formula denotes that according to the existing estimated 
data , the possibility for falling in intervals of , 	 is 1 . In case the true value 

truly exists in that interval, the midpoint of the interval may be taken as estimated value, while 
the differences between estimated value and true value of  will be half of that intervals at most. 
Therefore, set 0.5  as the tolerance with its confidence degree being 
1 . Based on existing data, if the midpoint of confidence interval is takne as the estimated value 
of , then, the probability that thedifferences between true value and estimated value will not 
exceed  will be 1 . 
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Based on the above analysis, when a toleranceΔis given, the problem is transformed into how to 
solve α, so as to make ,while the 1  is the the confidence degree corresponding to 
tolerance . 

Calculate number of tests needing to be addedfor making the dispersion median errors to 
fall in the given admissive scope. Section 3.6 and 3.7 mainly deal with the calculation of 
confidence degrees to which the parameters may reach under the given tolerance conditions, or the 
calculation of tolerance and confidence intervals estimated by parameters under the given 
confidence degree conditions. But in reality, the estiamtion of parameters are needed to be put 
below the given tolerance with a higher confidence degree, while the data obtained from existing 
test results are not sufficient to supply information volume. In this case, tests need to be added. The 
test numbers need to add shall be estimated according to existing test results so as to supply 
theoretical directionfor the following added tests.  

Following is a description baed on the example of distance dispersioni median error . In 
Section 3.6, the confidence interval of  under the confidence degree of 1 may be denoted as 
follows: 

√ / / , √ / / （17） 

Where, is the freedom degree of dispersion error,  is the sample average value 
in the distance direction of dispersion error, and both of them are only related to test data.  

 
Figure3Solution Flow Chart for Added Test Numbers 

When confidence degree was determined, is a constant, then, half of the width of confidence 
interval is a function of freedom degreen, marked as . Known from strong law of large 
numbers, is the standard deviation tending to dispersion error, therefore, when the new 

obtained from added tests has no big difference from the original , the width of confidence 
interval then is mainly determined by the number of added tests, namely the numnber of 
newly-increased freedom degree. Based on the above discussion, it is suggested to estimate the 
number of tests needed so as to ensure the estimated value of  falling in the tolerance  with its 
confidence degree being 1 , namely, solving the n′ which makes ′  established. 
While ′  is the number of tests needing to add. The solving flow chart is shown in Fig. 3.  

Estimation ofelements mideian errors. The process of analysis method of elements′ distance 
and direction median errors is similar to that of dispersion error analysis, and the main differences 
lie in the identification of error sources, here it will not go into detail.  

Examples of Test Data Analysis  

Taking the indirect aiming test of mortar platoon (equipped with four mortars of a certain type) 
as an example, the tests of three subjects are conducted covering 4km, 4.8km and 6.2km. The 
following is an analysis conducted on the subject with 4.8km shooting distance. In this subject, 
three groups of tests are done with 64 shells shooting per group. The bomb-fall points of three 
groups are shown in Fig. 4. Fig. 4 has described that optimum width fire shooting may be practiced 
in mortar platoon, especially seen from the third group of data, the bomb-fall points obviously 
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Numbers of tests needed to add.The above analysis focuses either upon calculation of 
estimated value′s confidence degree under the conditions of admissive errors, or upon the 
calculation of confidence interval (equivalent to calculation of admissive errors) under the 
conditions of given confidence degree. In the data analysis of actual tests, the estimated value is at 
least hoped to fall in a certain tolerance scope under the given confidence degree. But under the 
circumstance that data are given, the information amount is determined. In case information amount 
failed to support the estimated values′ falling in the scope of admissive errors with its confidence 
degree, the information amount must be added, accordingly tests must be increasaed. The following 
deals with how to add number of tests according to test data. The number of tests may be obtained 
by calculating total number of tests minus the existing number of tests. As detailed down to the 
dispersion median errors  and  of distance and direction, the total number of shells need to 
be calculated. The calculation results are shown in Table 3.  

Table3Estimated Number ofShells Need to be Added to  and  
Tolerance 

Confidence Degree 
2m 3m 4m 6m 8m 10m 

     

95% *286 47 *131 25 *77 18 39 12 25 10 19 9 
90% *203 35 *94 20 56 14 29 10 19 8 15 8 
85% *157 28 *74 16 44 12 24 9 16 8 13 7 
80% *125 24 59 14 36 11 20 8 14 7 11 7 
75% *102 20 49 12 30 10 17 8 12 7 10 6 

Totally, 64shells were used in the Group III Test. In Table 3 and Table 4, the number (marked 
with ″*″) larger than 64 denotes the number of tests to be added for making estimated values falling 
in the scope of tolerance under the given confidence degree. For instance, in Table 3, if trying to 
make the errors of estimated value 24.05m less than 2m with the confidence degree being 
70%, 20 shells should be increased. As shown in Table 4, the errors of the estimated value 

9.07m obtained from the existing test data will not exceed 95%. This result is consistent with 
that of Table 1.  

Result analysis.By summarizing analysis data of test subjects with 4km, 4.8km and 6.2km, the 
relationship between the dispersion median errors of mortar of a certain type and the shooting 
distance is obtained by adopting regression analysis, and shown in Table 4. 

Table 4 Relationship of (m) and (m) with the Changes of Gun RangeD 

Gun Range D 
Data sources 

4km 4.5km 5km 5.5km 6km 6.2km 

      
Testl analysis data 20.5 6.3 22.65 8.1 24.8 9.9 26.95 11.7 29.1 13.5 29.96 14.22

Tactical and technical index data 26.7 13.3 30.0 15.0 33.3 16.7 36.7 18.3 40.0 20.0 41.3 20.7 

Firing table data 14.9 3.7 16.9 4.1 18.9 4.4 20.9 4.9 23 5.5 23.8 5.9 

Under suchconditions that tolerance Δis equivalent to 10% of tactical and technical index, the 
confidence degrees of test analysis obtained from teating data samples are all larger than 80%. The 
correspondence of test analysis data with the tactical and technical index data and firing table data 
has proved that the analysis results may be used in the data input of operational effectiveness 
evaluation and model verification. 

Summary 

In the test of equipment operation, firing accuracy is one of theimportant test subjects, which 
may supplyeffectiveness evaluation of weapon and firing control with reliable test data. This paper 
has put forward ideas for analyzing firing accuracy under the conditions of incomplete test data 
records by combining the characteristics of gun firing and by separating firing errors. On the basis 
of determining the attribution of bomb-fall by using method of clustering, the analyzing method for 
firing accuracy based on chi-square distribution was established and the test data analysis was 
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conducted on the test data of one type of weapon. The results of analysis show that the method was 
effective and may be used for conducting test data analysis as effective means.  
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